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[Answer any five of the following questions. All questions are of equal marks.
AII parts of the same question must be answered seriarly]

i. a. What is structural conflict? List the name of key approaches for resolving structural
conflict in the organization.

b. Assume that you are the Head of HR of KDS Group of Industries and you have
found some problems between work units and departments due to scare resources,
ambiguity over responsibilify and jurisdiction, and using authority. How would
you like to mitigate the problems?

a. What is interpersonal conflict? What are the general guidelines for counseling the
employe e s invo lving in or garuzational c onfl ict?

b What do you know about behavior and behavior modification? Discus the ways to
modify employee's behavior to resolve conflict.

a. What do you know about proactive change and reactive change? Explain Lewin's
classic 3 steps model to organizational change. How action iesearch and
orgaaizational development approaches can be used to manage organtzational
change?

b. What are the individual and organizational resistances to change? How would you
like to overcome the resistance to change?

a. What is politics and political behavior? Distinguish between legitimate and
illegitimate political behavior? What are the factors that influence politicat behavior
in the organrzation?

b. Suppose, You are the Manager of HR of Shirt Makers Group. A well founded
allegation of sexual harassment case has been committed between a supervisor and
an employee. How would like to minimize the case in your orgaruzatioi?

a' Who can act as third per:ty? What can third parties do? When third parties can be
used?

b. What is 'Alternative Dispute Resolution' approach? How Mediation, facilitation,
dispute panel, arbitration and minitrials can be used as alternative dispute resolution
approaches to resolve conflict from the organization.

a. What is "Creative Negotiation"? What are the factors that affect the success of
negotiation? Discuss in brief the attitudes that lead to a successful negotiation?

b. Suppose you are the Group Head of AK Khan Group of Compani"s itd and you are
requested to mitigate a problem between two groups that was raised a few days ago
in the office premise. How would you like to negotiate to minimizethe conJlict?
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7. Write Short notes on the following:
i. Image Exchanging
ii. Collaborative agreement

. iii. Super-ordinate goal

iv" Bases of power
v. Active listening


